A set X of nonnegative integers is computably enumerable (c.e.), also called recursively enumerable (r.e.), if there is a computable method to list its elements. Let E denote the structure of the computably enumerable sets under inclusion, E = (fW e g e2! ; ). We previously exhibited a rst order E-de nable property Q(X) such that Q(X) guarantees that X is not Turing complete (i.e., does not code complete information about c.e. sets).
complete information about c.e. sets).
Here we show rst that Q(X) implies that X has a certain \slow-ness" property whereby the elements must enter X slowly (under a certain precise complexity measure of speed of computation) even though X may have high information content. Second we prove that every X with this slowness property is computable in some member of any nontrivial orbit, namely for any noncomputable A 2 E there exists B in the orbit of A such that X T B under relative Turing computability ( T ). We produce B using the 0 3 -automorphism method we introduced earlier.
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Introduction
Our fundamental goal is to study the relationship between computability properties and de nability properties in the language L( ) for the computably enumerable (c.e.) sets of natural numbers. Where possible we construct the desired E de nable properties which say something about Turing information content of A; in other cases we prove nonde nability (and hence nonexistence of such a de nable property) using automorphisms of E; -nally we relate de nable properties to coding of information in orbits under Aut(E).
In the 1930's G odel, Kleene, Turing and others introduced the notion of a computable (i.e., recursive) function. A computably enumerable (c.e.), also called recursively enumerable (r.e.), set of integers is one which is empty or the range of a computable function, namely one which can be generated by a computable process.
Let fW e g e2! be a standard indexing of the c.e. sets, and let E denote the structure of the computably enumerable sets under inclusion, E = (fW e g e2! ; ). (Now E also forms a lattice but that does not play an important role in our results, and of course S and T are de nable from , so we consider E as a partially ordered set.) One of the basic tools of logic is the study of de nability of various notions over certain structures. For sets the natural de nability notion is that of subset X Y in the language L( ), or equivalently a two sorted structure with the relation x 2 Y , which is a structure clearly equide nable with the rst one. By de nability properties of the c.e. sets we shall mean properties in L( ) which are E-de nable. Turing 20] de ned relative computability denoted X T Y , for computing X given Y as an \oracle." Sets X and Y have the same Turing degree, written X T Y , if X T Y and Y T X, and may be thought of as coding the same information. We say that a c.e. set X is high if X 0 T ; 00 and low if X 0 T ; 0 where X 0 is the Turing jump of X. Convention. All sets and Turing degrees will be c.e. and A; B; C; : : :W; X; Y will range through c.e. sets unless speci ed otherwise, for example in x3 where we brie y mention n-r.e. sets.
Post's famous problem 16] that there is an E-de nable property which holds exactly of the creative sets.
Then Harrington and Soare then proved the following dual to Theorem 1.1 to produce a property T(A) which implies that A must be complete (but noncreative).
Theorem 1.2 (Harrington-Soare 5])
There is an E-de nable property T(A) satis ed by a noncreative set (indeed a promptly simple set) A such that for all W, T(W) implies that K T W.
If we wish to prove that a proposed property is not E-de nable, we may use automorphims of E. Indeed that is the only method we now know to prove nonde nability. Let Aut(E) denote the group of automorphisms of E. Let A is noncomputable (i.e., A > T ;) and we will use orbit to mean nontrivial orbit.
Harrington and Soare recently introduced 4] a method for generating 0 3 -automorphisms of E and they have used it to prove a variety of nonde nability results such as Corollaries 1.7 and 1.6, which implies that every nontrivial orbit contains a set which is high and thus implies for example that Theorem 1.1 cannot be strengthened to assert that there is an E-de nable property L(A) which guarantees that A is low. In this paper we use the 0 3 -automorphism method to prove the following much stronger version of these previous results.
Proof. If S is promptly simple (or even of prompt, i.e., of promptly simple degree) and S T C then C is also prompt 19, Corollary XIII.1.9, p. 287], thus not tardy, thus not 2-tardy, thus :Q(C). Hence, by Corollary 1.8 S is not codable.
Thus, codable sets can be high by Corollary 1.5 while noncodable sets can be low (choose a low promptly simple set in Corollary 1.9).
Therefore, one of our main conclusions is that the question of whether a set X can be coded into an arbitrary orbit A] depends more on the speed of enumeration of X (prompt or tardy) than on its information content (high or low).
The fact that K is not codable has more to do with the fact that K is prompt (i.e., of promptly simple degree) than that K has complete information con- (1) (ii) An r.e. set A is prompt if A has promptly simple degree namely, A T B for some promptly simple set B, and an r.e. degree is prompt if it contains a prompt set.
(iii) An r.e. set or degree which is not prompt is tardy. By the Promptly Simple Degree Theorem 19, Theorem XIII.1.7(iii)] a set A being prompt is equivalent to the following property which we may take as the de nition. Let fA s g s2! be any recursive enumeration of A. Then there is a recursive function p such that for all s, p(s) s, and for all e, W e in nite =) (9 1 x) (9s) x 2 W e; at s & A s j n x 6 = A p(s) j n x]; (2) namely in nitely often A \promptly permits" on some element x 2 W e .
Promptly simply sets and degrees helped bring some dramatic advances in the subject. Maass 12] proved that any two promptly simple low sets are automorphic and discovered other properties of these sets 13]. Ambos-Spies, Jockusch, Shore, and Soare 1] 
Almost Prompt Sets and Degrees
Harrington and Soare 4, Theorem 1.2] proved that every prompt set is automorphic to a complete set. They noticed that the same proof would work for a strictly larger dynamically de ned class of sets called almost prompt, which are de ned in terms of n-r.e. sets.
De nition 2.2 (i) A set X T K is n-r.e. if X = lim s X s for some recursive sequence f X s g s2! such that for all x, X 0 (x) = 0 and cardf s : X s (x) 6 = X s+1 (x) g n: (For example, the only 0-r.e. set is ;, the 1-r.e. sets are the usual r.e. sets, and the 2-r.e. sets are the d.r.e. sets.)
(ii) Such a sequence fX s g s2! is called an n-r.e. presentation of X. X n e g n;e2! , by some recursive approximation f c X n e;s g n;e;s2! , then there is a recursive function q such that A will q-promptly hit f c X n e;s g n;e;s2! if c X n e = A. 
Very Tardy Sets
(ii) We say A is n-tardy if in (i) the xed n works uniformly for all such functions p, namely for every nondecreasing recursive function p(s), 
The main idea about a very tardy set A is that if x 2 X n e;s then x can later enter A eventually, but x must rst undergo a delay until at least stage p(s)+1 before doing so. Since class of almost prompt sets is a strict extension of the class of prompt sets it follows that the class of very tardy sets is a strict subclass of the class of tardy sets, hence the name \very tardy." Note that A is 0-tardy i A = !, and A is 1-tardy i A is recursive. The 2-tardy sets play a special role in our work and have additional characterizations as follows. 
The property Q(A) (and the following proofs) should be visualized in the context of a two person game for r.e. sets in the sense of Lachlan 10] between the 9-player (whom we call RED) who plays the r.e. sets A, C, D and T and the 8-player (called BLUE) who plays the r.e. sets B and S. Intuitively, property Q(A) asserts that if BLUE satis es (12) (namely by making B copy D on S ? A) then RED must construct T C satisfying (13) (namely by making A copy B on S \ T). Clearly Q(A) implies ; < T A because A m C.
Q(A) implies A is 2-tardy
(The proof of the following theorem will be similar to the proof of Lemma 1 of 3] (which asserts that Q(A) implies A is incomplete) since it proves a stronger result because 2-tardy sets are tardy and hence incomplete.) Theorem BLUE will rst split C into the disjoint union of uniformly r.e. sets fS i g i2! , written C = t i2! S i , and then on S i BLUE will play B against D = W i to satisfy (12) . Since Q(A) holds, RED must reply with T = some W j to satisfy (13) . Now BLUE will use a 0 2 guessing procedure (described in x3.1.2 below) to determine the correct values of i and j. We let = hi; ji.
To better explain the basic -module we shall assume in x3.1.1 two simplifying hypotheses (discharged later in x3.1.2), the rst of which asserts that BLUE has xed the correct i and j so that BLUE is playing single sets B and S and has the indices i and j (respectively) of single r.e. sets D and T such that if BLUE satis es (12) then RED satis es (13) . Also all sets below except A, B, and C have subscript which we drop for this subsection. 
Hence, RED must ensure that on S \ T, A (B & A); (16) because if x 2 (S \ T \ A) n B then BLUE can restrain x 2 B forever thereby refuting (13) while still maintaining (12) by ensuring (15) and (18) on S ? A.
Now (15) and (16) together ensure that on T \ S,
To achieve the rest of (12) for every x currently in (D ? B) \ (S ? A), after a nite number of stages of \restraint on x" BLUE will enumerate x in B. Thus, on S ? A BLUE will play D ? B = ;: (18) This will force RED to ensure (13) by enumerating in A all x currently in (B ? A) \ (S \ T) so that on S \ T, B ? A = ;: (19) As a second simplifying assumption BLUE assumes in x3.1.1 that if (13) holds for T then (13) also holds with T replaced by a certain set U T which will be played by BLUE and which also satis es (U \ C) S: (20) (BLUE will discharge this assumption in x3.
1.2.)
But A m C and C U (from (13)) imply A U; (21) so from (20) and (21) 
Describing the -module
We (BLUE) will de ne r.e. sets U , S , E , and B, whose indices we know in advance by the Recursion Theorem. Let f(D i ; T j )g i;j2! be an e ective listing of all pairs of r.e. sets. Below BLUE will de ne r.e. sets fS i;j g i;j2! such that C = t i;j2! S i;j . Now BLUE begins by playing for every i and j the set B on S i;j against D i to satisfy (15) and (18) and therefore (12) . Hence, (12) is also satis ed by the sets B, D i , and S i = t j2! S i;j . Thus, for some j, T j must satisfy (13) and hence (16) and (19) for B, D i , and S i , and therefore also for B, D i , and S i;j . Let = hi; ji; and let D , S , and T denote D i = W i , S i;j , and T j = W j , respectively, and D ;s = W i;s and T ;s = W j;s . For each the conjunction of all the conditions in the matrices of (12) and (13) De ning E . Using the enumerations above for C, A, D , S , and W e = U we now de ne the r.e. set, 
If A is both a small subset and major subset of C we say it is a small major subset and write A sm C. 
It is interesting now to see that this important notion of small subset, just like the Q(A) property, has a dynamic equivalent (iii) below which is proved in full in 7]. . However, it does not guarantee that A is not of promptly simple degree, and therefore, unlike Q(A) it does not ensure that the orbit of A contains only incomplete sets.
Q(A) Holds For 2-tardy Small Major Subsets A
To complete the characterization of Q(A) sets we now prove the following partial converse to Theorem 3.3. (The proof will be somewhat similar to the proof of Lemma 2 of 3] (which asserts that there is an A satisfying Q(A)) since given the existence of 2-tardy sets it proves a stronger result).
Theorem 3.8 If A is 2-tardy and (9C) A sm C] then Q(A).
Proof. We let the opponent (BLUE) play one set B and we (RED ) play one set D against B (rather than the in nitely many B i and D i as in Lemma 2 of 3]). Next we let f(S j ; b S j ) : j 2 !g be an e ective listing of all disjoint pairs of r.e. sets (i.e., played by BLUE). RED must reply with a set T hj;ki such that if B, D, and S j satisfy (12) then T hj;ki satis es (13 Now (34) obviously implies Theorem 3.7 (iii), namely small-tardy(A; C), so A s C holds as well.
Maximal 2-Tardy Sets
In this subsection we show that Theorem 3.8 cannot be improved to show that every 2-tardy set has property Q(A). The other purpose is to give a better feeling for 2-tardy sets which will be the main topic of this paper from now on. The proof of the next theorem is similar to that of the existence of an incomplete maximal set by Sacks, or a maximal set whose degree is half of a minimal pair, because it generalizes both results since 2-tardy sets are tardy and hence incomplete. We assume familiarity with the maximal set construction and the tree method as in 19 If ' e is total then Step 3 always terminates, so every element x is restrained from A for at most nitely many stages. Hence, every lower priority P n , n > e, eventually succeeds in enumerating any element into A it chooses. If ' e is not total then N e may permanently restrain element x because Step 3 never terminates, but in this case Z e is nite, so I e is nite, and there are nitely many such x.
We must modify this strategy in the presence of P n , n < e. Consider e = 1. As in the tree method we now have two versions of N 1 , the 0 Step 1 we must have x 2 W 0;s . Hence, N 0 1 is never injured. These strategies are now put on a two branching tree in the usual manner. We leave the details to the reader. (ii) The property of A being 2-tardy is not E-de nable.
Proof. (i) The maximal sets form an orbit by 19, Theorem XV.4.6], and there exist complete maximal sets. Thus, the 2-tardy set A of Theorem 3.11 is automorphic to a complete set.
(ii) If A being 2-tardy were E-de nable then by Theorem 3.11 every maximal set would be 2-tardy and hence incomplete.
The Coding Theorem
Using the full automorphism machinery we proved in 4] a coding theorem which we may view here as a kind of \black box" without knowing anything of the internal workings of the automorphism machinery or the former proof. The present construction can thus be split into two parts performed simultaneously, rst the basic automorphism construction with the full automorphism construction done by the automorphism \builder" (as speci ed in 4] and which we never see here), and the second done by the \coder" in the later sections of this paper. We rst state the coding theorem, and then explain how it applies. Stepsn, 9 n < 11, which we may specify later, and which may be performed at any stage during the construction, but which must satisfy condition ( b R1) below. Let T be the priority tree of the construction, f the true path through In addition if Stepsn, 9 n < 11, satisfy the following condition ( b R2) then conclusion (vi) holds for and i as above. 
The Re ned Coding Theorem

Explanation of the Re ned Coding Theorem
In the proof of the Coding Theorem we used elements x 2 ! on the A-side, and elementsx 2! on the B-side but in this paper we are only concerned with the B-side, so we shall drop all hats even though they are formally required. Suppose f. To apply the coding theorem the \coder" speci es a recursive function g( ; s) for the number of coding witnesses for node he desires at stage s.. Second the \builder" will produce a set L of -witnesses labeled as y ;i;s and y 0 ;i;s , i g( ). (This corresponds roughly to properties (iv) and (v) of the Coding Theorem.) Such witnesses will remain in B until the coder takes some action. Third the coder may activate an -witness x by enumerating it in his set J in which case (with nitely many exceptions) the \builder" will enumerate x into B eventually. Thus the coder can withhold an -witness x from B by keeping x in L but withholding x from J (property (ii) below). The coder gives up direct control over enumerating elements into B but can indirectly enumerate into B an element x 2 L by putting x into J (property (iii) below). Finally, the \builder" ensures that A is automorphic to B so long as the \coder" does nothing more to in uence enumeration of elements into B.
Finally, the coder must ensure that lim inf s g( ; s) < 1, which implies that B is automorphic to A by Theorem 4.1 (i). This is a signi cant restriction. For example, one cannot code K into B by putting y ;i;s into J exactly if i 2 K s because for each i 2 K one must keep y ;i;s 2 L ?J , which would cause lim inf s g( ; s) = 1. (By the main result of Harrington and Soare 3] we know that we cannot always achieve K T B.) Nevertheless, the restriction lim inf s g( ; s) < 1 still allows a lot of information to be coded into B as we shall see.) 5 The Codable Sets Theorem
The rest of this paper will be devoted to a proof of the following theorem which in light of Theorem 3.3 implies Theorem 1.4, and which asserts that if D is 2-tardy then D is codable. Proof. We begin with some preliminary de nitions and remarks.
De ning the Delay Function h
Suppose that f, y 2 L and y is not removed from L before y enters B. (Such removal only occurs because f s < L , which occurs nitely often, or because g( ; s) decreases too far, which we can arrange not to happen since we play g.) By Theorem 4.1 (iii) we know that if we put y into J then eventually y enters B. However, in this paper we shall need the rst conjunct in the conclusion of . Now E = D is 2-tardy so we can apply the 2-tardy characterization Proposition 2.6 (iii) with p(s) = h (s + 1) and with the previous 2-tardy set A of x2 replaced by the present 2-tardy set E to obtain the current version of (10) (ii) We also de ne i and e by hi ; e i = n , and de ne I ;s = W i ;s , E ;s = W e ;s , I = W i , and E = W e . We may assume by Proposition 2.6 that these enumerations have been adjusted so that E ;s I ;s+1 . We arbitrarily de ne I = E = ;. Special roles will be played by the two nodes on T, = fj n 0 the empty node, and = fj n 1, because B = b U . Since f s < L for at most nitely many s and we will assume that the following coding construction takes place on nodes and . B at which time we can rede ne (x) and put x in P (setting (x) = 1). The di culty is that if D is in nite (the only interesting case) then we are required to hold in nitely many di erent traces fv ;x : x 2 Dg in L ? J forever, which can be done only by allowing lim s g( ; s) = 1. This violates Theorem 4.1 (i) which requires that lim inf s g( ; s) < 1 for all f in order to achieve A automorphic to B. (Namely, having these traces v stay forever at level means that they ignore all other sets in the automorphism, U n , V n , n > 0, which obviously destroys the automorphism. The 3 -automorphism machinery of 4] allowed in nitely many such traces v to act at the -level and perhaps even enter B, since lower nodes can guess at the in nite recursive set contributed to B by them, but it cannot tolerate in nitely many elements remaining permanently in B at level , since otherwise we could code K into B.) The next approximation is to still require every element x to have some -trace v ;x as before but to have several di erent elements share the same trace. The obvious di culty with sharing traces is that if x 1 2 D and x 1 shares a trace v ;x rst with x 2 , then with x 4 , and so on where every x 2n enters D, then lim s s (x 1 ) = 1. The solution is to spread out the sharing of traces over the whole tree and to use the 2-tardy property to help arrange the change of traces for (x) as x advances up the tree toward node .
Attempting to
The Second Approximation: Playing Only On Nodes f.
In our second approximation we assume that n = fj n n for all n 2 !. Hence, 1 = and 0 = f j n 0 = . For the moment we consider only the action along the n , n 1, not along for any 6 f. For each n 2 ! we have at every stage two n -traces v n and y n , whose approximations at the end of stage s are v n;s and y n;s . We let z be a variable representing an -trace v or y and later w . To begin with for each x s such that s (x)" we put x in P x , and de ne s+1 (x) = v x . Later if x 2 P ;s , and x 2 I ;s ? E ;s , but x 2 E ;s+1 (namely x 2 E ; at s+1 ), and s (x) = z (where z = v or y ) then we put trace z into K ; at s+1 , and hence into J ?
; at s+1 by (39). Now J ? B because f so z enters B at some stage t + 1 > s + 1. At stage t + 1 we move x to P , and de ne t+1 (x) = y ;t if 6 = ; and = 0 if = . If = then = and the process ends because E = ;. This algorithm succeeds because if x 6 2 D then x 2 P x;1 and (x) = v x . If x 2 D then x 2 E n for all n 1, so it follows by induction on x ? n that x enters and later leaves every P n , x n 1, until x reaches P . Hence, D T B.
Extracting Information From the Second Approximation
The method above works well and indeed our full construction will work much like this along f. However, determining whether f is a ; 00 question so we shall have to add some extra features to handle those 6 f. (ii) x has discharged by stage v if x has discharged at some stage t v . Thus, the algorithm works as follows in two phases at each . During phase one x waits in P until x 2 E say at s + 1. Then at stage s + 1 we put the -trace z associated with (x) into K (and hence in J ? ) and begin phase two during which x waits in P until z 2 B at some stage t + 1 > s + 1 whereupon x moves to P and we rede ne (x) = y . At stage t + 1 phase two ends and x discharges .
The signi cance of (44) and (45) is that that we have enforced a tower of delay. Namely, when x arrives in P at stage t + 1 we know that x 6 2 E ;t+1
and also that (x) is free to be rede ned y . Thus, each E n is just another enumeration of D except that after x enters E n+1 it must undergo a very long delay before entering E n thus giving us time to adjust traces and rede ne (x). This is the essence of how the 2-tardy hypothesis is used to prove D T B.
For 6 f either phase may terminate in an in nite wait. For f the message \ x 2 E " gives us ever stronger assurance that x 2 D as we move up the tree toward . Notice that has only two traces at any time, v ;s and y ;s , and only the later is assigned to the in nitely many elements x arriving from nodes . Thus, at any given time many x 2 P ;s may \share" y ;s in the sense that each has s (x) = y ;s . If one such element x 1 is not yet in E when another x 2 enters E , causes y ;s to enter B, say at t + 1, and change value to y ;t+1 as x 2 enters P , then x 1 simply stays in P and we rede ne t+1 (x 1 ) = y ;t+1 . Normally, this is dangerous because it threatens lim s s (x 1 ) = 1: However, if f then E = D by (40) so if x in P from f then x 2 E so x 2 E eventually. This sharing of traces requires at most a nite number of traces for each and thus apply the Theorem 4.1 to build the automorphism.
5.3.4
The Third Approximation: Expanding to Nodes 6 f.
Our nal construction must work on all nodes f so we must add extra -traces w ; to handle nodes such that f < L , and u ; for nodes such that < L f. Thus, node will need -traces: v , and u ; , y ; , w ; for every such that ? = and L f s . These traces will be ordered v < : : :u ; < y ; < w ; < : : : u ; < y ; < w ; < : : : (46) u ; < y ; < w ; ; < : : :; where < L < L L f s :
We refer to all these as -traces and in addition we refer to the three traces, u ; , y ; , w ; as ( ; )-traces. The -traces v and y ; behave roughly as before except that every element x arriving in P from P after discharging is assigned y ; as trace so (x) = y ; .
The trace w ; works as follows. Suppose that = ? = ? , < L , f. Suppose that for some , x 2 P ;r , and r (x) #= z , where z represents some -trace. Suppose that later f s < L say for s > r. Then we move x to P ;s , put w ; into K , and the automorphism machinery automatically cancels all -traces for > L f s . Our order of appointment of traces will guarantee that w ; < v < z = r (x f, and will cause (x) to become unde ned. By (49) this occurs, and therefore u ; enters K , at most once after which will forever be seen to be incorrect, and P ; s = ;. and the obvious minor adjustments must be made in the text for the case of = which we leave to the reader. If g( ; s) = k the procedure of 4] automatically attempts to produce 2k candidates in L so that each z will have a backup trace z 0 . As these 2k many elements begin to appear in L we assign them rst to 1 , the rst immediate successor of , up to 2 1+3 k(n+2; s)] many traces, a primary trace for each category described above and a backup trace. Next we assign 2 1 + 3 k(n + 2; s)] many traces to 2 , the next immediate successor of and so on. This means that every trace assigned to 1 is smaller than any trace assigned to 2 , and so on. From the traces assigned to 1 we assign the least two as trace v and its backup v 0 , the next least four to y ; , w ; and their backups, y 0 ; , w 0 ; , for the immediate successor of 1 which is < L -minimal, and so on until all traces for 1 are appointed together with backup traces. This procedure automatically guarantees that when de ned the traces satisfy the inequality (46).
Counting the Number of Traces Needed
Second if , , , and as in (46) Step 3. Unde ning (x f t g. Only x < k can ever enter P under Step 2 because of the de nition of there. No x can enter P under Step 1 at any stage s s 0 . These are the only two steps which will bring x into P because Step 1 removes x from P and Step 4 only moves x from P to P for . Hence, any x will reenter P at most nitely often.
(ii) Suppose x 2 S s P ;s for in nitely many s. After stage s 0 x cannot enter or reenter P so x 2 P ;s for all s s 1 for some s 1 s 0 .
Step 3 cannot apply to x else x is removed from its present P , , and not returned to another P until Step 2 later applies.
Step 4 can apply to x at most nitely often while x remains in P because each such application moves x from some P to P for . Hence, after a nite number of applications of Step 4 x settles in P ;1 for some . At s s 1 Step 4 cannot apply to x 2 P ;s ,
, and Steps 1 and 5 cannot apply to v . Hence, either x comes to rest in P ;1 for some < L or perhaps including = , or else Step 3 unde nes (x) at some stage x s 1 .
In the latter case Step 2 must rede ne (x) at some stage s + 1 > s 0 with L (x; s). If < L (x; s) = then at some stage t > s we have f t , , and ? = , for some . Hence, by Step 4 we know x enters P ;t+1 , and w ; ;t enters K ;t+1 , and later enters B at some stage u + 1 t + 1 because f. When (x) was last de ned at stage s + 1 and x placed in some P , , we de ned s+1 (x) = v for some -trace z . By (46), (55), and (56), we have the following inequalities at s, w ; < w ; < b (x) = (x) = z ; (63) and thus at all stages r, s r u, we have w ; ;r = b r (x) r (x) = z ;s ; by induction on s and the action of Steps 4 and 5 the only ones which can alter the value of b (x) while (x) remains de ned. Thus, at stage u + 1
Step 3 causes (x) and b (x) to become unde ned. enters P ;s+1 and we de ne s+1 (x) = b s+1 (x) = v ;s or else x enters P ;s+1 for some and we de ne s+1 (x) = b s+1 (x) = y ; ;s for , and ? = . Fix t s + 1 and assume by induction that (i) and (ii) hold for t. Assume x 2 P ;t and b t (x) = z ;t an -trace. Assume that b t+1 (x) 6 = b t (x).
If
Step 3 applied then b t+1 (x) and t+1 (x) are both unde ned. Since we are assuming that b t+1 (x)# we must have that Step 1 or Step 4 applied to x at stage t+1. If Step 1 applied then x 2 P ;t+1 and b t+1 (x) = w ;t = w ;t+1 ; and we have w ;t < z ;t by Lemma 5.9. If Step 4 applied then x 2 P ;t+1 , , and b t+1 (x) = u ; ;t = u ; ;t+1 ; for , and we have u ; ;t < z ;t by Lemma 5.9. Hence, (i) and (ii) hold at stage t + 1. for some -trace z . Suppose that b t (x) = z ;t = z ;s 0 for some t s 0 . At stage t + 1, Step 1 cannot apply to x else x moves to P for some ;
Step 2 cannot apply because x 2 P ;t already; Steps 3 and 4 cannot apply to
x else x is removed from P at t + 1; and Step 5 applies only to traces and never to elements x 2 P . Hence, no part of the construction ever changes the value of t (x) and thus t (x) = s 0 (x) for all t s 0 .
(ii) By (i) we know that (x) exists. From Lemma 5.10 we know, (ii) Fix x 2 D = E . Hence, Step 2 never applies to x. However, this is the only way an element can enter P or have (x) = 0. Hence, x never enters P or has (x) = 0. Thus, by Lemmas 5.8 and 5.11 there exists some some s 0 , some 6 = , and some -trace z , such that for all s s 0 , x 2 P ;s and s (x) = z . Finally, z > 0 because of our convention that all traces are greater than 0.
(iii) Now D T B follows immediately by (i) and (ii) and Lemma 5.11.
The Re ned Coding Theorem 4.1 (i) and Lemma 5.12 (iii) together establish the conclusion of Theorem 5.1.
Remark 5.13 The crucial use of the hypothesis \D is 2-tardy" is the following. Suppose x 2 P ;s ? E ;s and v < v < y ; = (x) < y ; ; which is the likely con guration since y ; has increased in response to other x 0 discharging . Now without \D 2-tardy" and its consequences (44) and (45), we may have x 2 E n E , at which point we must put a -trace into K to rede ne (x). The only such -traces z available below (x) are v or u ; , since the others are going to in nity and may already exceed (x). However, repeating this for a xed z over in nitely many x will cause lim s z ;s = 1, thus preventing z from carrying out this role, and negating the e ect of sharing traces. With \D 2-tardy" and its consequences (44) and (45), we may expect that x 2 E rst at which time the -trace y ; enters K and later B before x 2 E . Thus, (x) is rede ned to y ; before x enters P or E . Therefore, when x nally enters E we can assign to (x) a relatively cheap -trace, y ; which is going to in nity anyway, rather than an expensive -trace, v or u ; , which we want to converge.
